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Cryptography:It all is a way of storing and transmitting data in a specific form so that only
those for whom it really is intended can browse and process it. Miners don’ It was released by

a person or a group of hackers known as Satoshi Nakamoto.The motive for creating this
currency was the Great Recession which hit the International economy in 2007. Because the
Middle Guys caused the overall economy to crash Satoshi Nakamoto made a decision to
introduce a virtual currency which doesn’t need the Middle Guys. In performing that the

International overall economy would remove this layer of Middle men who can’t know each
additional’ In other words, the Bitcoin wouldn’t need middle men to handle transactions. Its
applications are not discovered however. This blockchains technology would connect the

customer with the supplier straight with no need of middle men or even a lender! We contact it
a blockchain because anything would have to be added to the block has to be performed at
its end like everything you do in a chain. All is required to carry out Bitcoin transactions are a
computer and internet. That is definitely the future and it wouldn’ The individual who creates
this block is called a miner. Anyone could be a miner if he knows cryptography and ready to

spend money and time on this job.Bitcoin:Bitcoin is a virtual currency or an electronic currency.t
be trusted. Simon Sadbury Miners are paid few bitcoins if they finish successfully a

transaction.We covers what we mean by blockchains afterwards. In other words, if you want to
add a band to a chain you place it by the end of the chain!We took first rung on the ladder
in this publication and left the others for younger generations. Any information you need to

enhance the block it has to be completed at its end.Bitcoin or Block-chain technology
introduced to us a new method where we might not need banks or Middle Males. We can use
this method to take a home loan.I am certain that my publication would convince a few of you
to function in mining and others may go to countries like Iceland to see how they are mining

the Bitcoin. For the time being, the protection of the Block-chain would be guaranteed
considering that the Block-chain method wouldn’t allow any irreversible actions for any

transactions made in the machine. Using Cryptology which include Encryption and Decryption
make the machine very safe to use.The Block-chain technology is in the beginning. It would use
a technology called blockchains. Every transaction would be devote one block.t disappear

completely. My book is supposed for the young to read and experiment. Try the QR code and
observe how you could develop this notion to have significantly more applications than I put
in this book. In this case the commission we pay out to the bank or the building society would
not end up being paid. The same applies on the blockchain.s however they are connected

together by the rules of the blockchain technology.
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